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Crappie Clubs....32

Opening Cast
 I f  you are a 
CrappieNow reader you 
should know we have an 
el i te group of  outdoor 
wr i ters.  They are gi f ted 
writers and photographers, 
wi th f ishing ski l ls ,  and a 
desire to help you catch 
f ish. 
 Along with humor, 
Kei th Sutton has a 
special  abi l i ty  to br ing 
a person’s character to 
l i fe and a deep feel ing 
into the hearts of  readers.  Jeff  Samsel mixes a 
wide range of  exper ience into var ied,  interest ing 
f ishing subjects and people.  Ron Presley br ings 
f resh ideas and informat ion wi th Flor ida being 
his home terr i tory.  John Neporadney discusses 
the ins-and-outs of  boat r igging. 
 Two true Yankees in the group are Dar l  Black 
and Vic Attardo. Dar l  is  very exper ienced and 
br ings in-depth dest inat ion art ic les,  ice f ishing 
and more with most having a heavy northern 
tone. Vic is another northern expert  wi th a gi f t 
(or curse) of  a wide vocabulary,  o ld- t ime sayings 
and funny sayings he makes up. 
 Vernon Summerl in is a good f isherman in 
the middle Tennessee area but also enjoys his 
gardening, food history and cooking. He surpr ises 
us wi th or ig ins,  h istor ical  t ruths and myths,  humor 
and other crazy stuff  we don’ t  expect,  a long with 
his mouth-water ing recipes. 
 I ’m thankful  for  many blessings dur ing 2014 
and go into next year hoping your see our morals 
and world problems, including world economy, 
t rending upward, not gett ing worse. My wish is for 
you to have a great 2015 f i l led wi th many crappie 
on the end of  your l ine and most important ly, 
heal th,  happiness and contentment.

Good f ishin’ & God Bless,
Tim Huffman, Edi tor

WRITERS
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Cold-Weather Stump Fishing

 Cold-Weather Stump Fishing is a 
combination of stump fishing mixed with 
factors you might face. The key to fishing 
this time of year is survival because the 
weather and water can be deadly.

Stumps
 Every body of water is different but 
many have stumps. Few popular lakes 
have more stumps than Reelfoot Lake in 
Tennessee where winter fishing can be 

outstanding in 2 to 4 feet of water. I’ve 
fished wood cover in Illinois that was over 
50 feet deep. Stumps and winter crappie 
go together whether shallow, deep or 
anywhere in between.
 Josh Gowan is a tournament fisherman 
from Missouri who grew up fishing the 
Reelfoot. He says when he goes to a new 
lake he looks for channel drops and cover. 
However, Reelfoot is different.
 “Fish don’t do what you would expect 
them to do at Reelfoot,” says Gowan. “The 



fish here often go out into the shallow 
water stumps so that’s where to start in the 
winter. Not all stumps are equal with bigger 
stumps often producing the most and best 
crappie.”
 Gowan says fish may suspend up 
but they’ll usually be near or hugging 
the bottom. A little experimenting will be 
required to learn exactly what depth to fish.
 
Slow Troll
 Most experts agree that slow trolling 

is the best tactic most of the time in 
submerged stumps, especially on lakes 
where crappie are deeper.
 Slow trolling in shallow water requires 
14- or 16-foot poles, maybe longer in clear 
water, but get a little deeper where you’ll 
find crappie in most lakes and 12-foot 
poles are long enough and much easier to 
use than the ultra-long poles.
 Good racks are important for holding 
the poles. Driftmaster makes strong, quality 
holders available in several different models 
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Cold-Weather Stump Fishing   

Josh Gowan catches a fish while his partner nets it. Drift socks allow them to move along 
slowly in the wind. 



and can be fully adjustable to match the 
fisherman.
 Baits vary but minnows are difficult to 
beat for slow presentations in cold water.

Catching Fish
 Ronnie Capps says, “I’ve had people 
go by me with the same set-up and same 
baits but they are not catching fish. The 
answer is simple; they are going too fast. 
Winter means stopped or barely moving. 
Crappie want the bait slower than any other 
time of the year. Move it fast and they won’t 
take it.”
 Capps will use different tactics but 
dragging a large chain is one way he slows 
the boat. When set correctly, it basically 
stops the boat but he can hit the trolling 
motor to move ahead. However, he says it’s 
best to just use the chain and stay off the 
trolling motor for the quietest presentation 
possible.   

Factors
 Wind: “There is nothing more important 
than total control of the boat,” says Gowan. 
“If you have good control you can do other 
things wrong and still catch fish. If you don’t 
control the boat you won’t catch many fish 
compared to having control. It’s as simple 
and important as that.”
 His boat control in the wind might 
include dragging chains or using windsocks. 
He prefers to use two 50-inch socks. The 
socks can be kept close to the boat so they 
don’t hang on stumps as often as a chain. 
Also, the speed is more consistent with the 
socks. 
 Water Color: Visibility can increase 
as water clears in the winter. When this 
happens it’s important to stay as far from 
the fish as possible. Light line is important 
too. 
 Snow/Blizzard: Capps says some 
of his best fishing has been when other 
fishermen stay home by the fire. Wind, 
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Cold-Weather Stump Fishing

Dressing in warm clothes is essential in brutal winter temps. A heater isn’t a bad idea 
either. Ronnie Capps and Steve Coleman fish a stump field on a cold, snowy day. 



snow and cold don’t bother the fish as 
much as it does the fishermen.
 Cold Fronts: “Everything can cause 
fishing to get better or worse,” says Gowan. 
“I personally don’t worry about weather 
changes. I’ve caught fish in terrible weather 
during a frontal change and not caught fish 
in perfect weather. So I’m going fishing on 
my days off no matter whether a cold front 
has come through or not.”
 Staying Safe: Cold and wind can 
cause hypothermia if you are not prepared. 
Today’s top quality winter clothing is a 
great advantage. They can break the wind, 
insulate and keep you dry in the rain. Good 
gloves are important. Some fishermen put 
a small heater in the boat.
A fall into the lake can be deadly. A plastic 
bag with a towel, old coveralls, socks and 

toboggan is important to carry. Getting 
dry clothes is critical after a fall into the 
lake. Towel dry, put on the coveralls, socks 
and toboggan and get to the ramp. Don’t 
hesitate getting help because hypothermia 
can quickly distort your mobility and 
thinking.

 Be safe but don’t let the cold keep 
you from getting out and enjoying some 
outstanding winter fishing on the stumps. 

- Tim Huffman

Cold-Weather Stump Fishing   
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 Florida anglers have 
two things on their mind in 
January. It is the month that 
crappies generally begin 
their spawning ritual and it is 
when the fish are the biggest 
and healthiest. Those two 
reflections translate into some 
great crappie fishing. 
 It is difficult to give a 
generic answer as to what 
works best in January, because 
every body of water is different. 
That observation, however, is 
what makes Florida crappie 
anglers Tim Eberly and George 
Parker treat each new outing 
like it is the first time they have 
been to a lake, regardless of 
how many times they fished it 
before. 
 Eberly and Parker are 
frequent competitors in the 
Bass Pro Shops Crappie 
Masters and Cabela’s Crappie 
USA tournament trails. Parker 
and his partners have won 
the Crappie USA tournament 
on Lake Crescent for the last 
five years running with Eberly 
being part of the winning 
team the last two years. The 
duo has also won five out of 
eight Florida Crappie Club 
tournaments on Crescent 
Lake, proving that their 
knowledge of crappie fishing 
is substantial. 
 Eberly explains, “In January we will 
typically jig the Kissimmee grass on Lake 
Okeechobee where spawning crappie can be 
caught. Further north in central Florida we will 
fish on the St Johns River using spider rigging 
techniques on the ledges to catch spawning 

fish.”  
 Still further north on lakes like Crescent 
and Talquin the fish are in pre-spawn and 
the Eberly-Parker team can use their favorite 
technique of long line trolling to chase down 
slabs.  

Long lining on Crescent Lake can produce crappie over 2 
pounds. January fishing should concentrate on the north end 

of the lake. 
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Story & photos by 
Ron Presley
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Long Lining
 Long lining (also known as pulling) as 
Parker and Eberly means using up to ten 
Wally Marshall Crappie Rods. Parker runs the 
trolling motor from his bow seat position while 
fishing three poles out each side of the boat 
with his back to the trolling motor. 
 He staggers the length of his poles from 
front to back to give separation to the trolling 
baits. There is an 18-foot rod in the most 
forward position, a 14-foot rod in the middle 
and an 11-foot rod in the back rod holder. 
Parker’s rods are deployed furthest from the 
boat, covering the outside range of the water 
they are fishing. 
 Eberly is pulling from the back of the 
boat where it is not necessary for the poles to 
be as long. He deploys two 8-foot Mr. Crappie 
Rods, set at angles on each side of the big 
motor. These rods fish the middle of the range 
they are covering. Given that the beam of the 
boat is about 8 feet wide, the crappie duo is 
trolling a swath of water roughly 42 feet wide. 
 The team is always looking for a pattern. 
Their style of fishing starts by experimenting 
with different things. They use the information 
gathered through trial and error to improve their 
catch rate by adjusting to current conditions. 
About the only thing constant is the 4-pound 
test mono.
 According to Parker, “Spawning 
conditions are consistent and predictable, but 
real-time knowledge is needed to determine 
where and how to fish.” That’s what practice 
fishing days are all about to the tournament 
pros.  
Crappies return to the same area year after 
year to spawn. Experienced anglers will have 
those good spots from previous years marked 
on their electronics as a place to start looking 
in the new year.
  “We typically cover water,” says Eberly. 
As tournament anglers we are looking for the 
larger female fish that are pre-spawn. Typically 
the bigger females will be staged outside of 
the males that are making beds. We will look 
for some different habitat, something different 
that will hold those spawning females.” Grass 
roots off the bottom or areas with small brush 
are a good example of where the big ones will 

Crappie for Christmas
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 Eberly and Parker have several 
suggestions for January Florida 
crappie. Try their suggestions below 
and catch some Crappie Now. 
 In January the Lake Talquin 
crappie will be pre-spawn. Parker 
says, “Most of the fish will be in the 
river channels or on the edges of 
the channel in deeper water. Water 
temperatures will be 47 up to 54 
degrees that time of the year. The 
crappies tend to stack up out there 
on the river channel where long lining 
will catch them.” 
 Crescent Lake crappie will be 
staged on the North end of the lake 
in January. “These fish on Crescent 
start gathering on the north end and 
slowly, as we approach February, 
they migrate towards the south end 
of the lake,” comments Parker. “Lots 
of them make their way into a place 
called Dead Lake where they spawn 
before working their way back out.” 
The crappie-fishing duo suggests 
long line trolling using jigs and curly 
tails. They favor AWD Baits, Charlie 
Brewer Sliders, and K-baits.
 January fishing on the St. Johns 
River and the Harris Chain Lakes 
present a different opportunity. This 
area is far enough south that the fish 
will be in full spawn up on the flats in 
the lakes and on brush piles of the 
St. Johns River. This time of year they 
will also move up into the lily pads.  
“When the crappie get in the lily pads 
in places like Lake Woodriff, Lake 
Griffin and the St. Johns River those 
pads present really good jigging 
opportunities in January,” advises 
Eberly. 
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hold. 
 Parker and Eberly recommend working 
back and forth from deeper water towards the 
bank to eliminate areas where the fish are 
smaller. “Sooner or later you will find where 
the big ones are staging,” declares Eberly.  
While they cover water they are also testing 
jig size, color and boat speed. “When we first 
start out we will be pulling jigheads ranging 
from 1/8 ounce to 1/48 ounce,” says Parker. 
“We also pin various colors of plastic tails until 
we find out what they are hitting that day.” 
 “You can cover a range from 15 feet 
deep to surface presentations by changing 
your speed and jighead sizes,” says Parker. 
“Speed will widen the depth range that you 
are fishing. Depending on which rig you catch 
the fish on, you change accordingly and get 
every pole rigged with the combination that 
is catching fish. The more baits you have in 
the strike zone, the more fish you are going to 
catch.” 
 Although they seldom tip with minnows 
they will try them at times when the bite is slow. 
When they do use minnows they will isolate 
their use to either the poles out the back or 

the poles out the side. This allows them to 
determine if the minnow rigs are catching 
more fish than the other baits. In the end they 
will defer to the method that is catching the 
most fish. “If we see a definite pattern,” says 
Eberly, “we go all out with that technique.” 

Weather Conditions
 The great January fishing in Florida is 
subject to some variable weather in the form 
of cold fronts. The arrival and passing of these 
fronts can mean changing conditions from 
sunny bright skies to overcast and dreary 
skies, all in the same day. 
 “January fishing can be tough in Florida 
depending on the number of cold fronts that 
come through,” says Eberly. “Cold fronts are 
very possible in January and they usually put 
the fish down,” chimes in Parker. “In fact, we 
have caught fish that will have mud on their 
fins because they have been buried so deep 
in the mud for warmth.” 
 In addition to moving them deeper, cold 
fronts tend to give crappie a case of lockjaw. 
Even when you get a bite it may be slow. 
“The fish may not be as aggressive with the 
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Crappie for Christmas

Pulling from the side and back is a favorite technique for catching New Year crappie. Eberly 
and Parker deploy three Wally Marshall Rods out each side in the front and two out each 

side in the back, covering a swath about 42 feet wide. 
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presence of a cold front,” says Parker. 
“They seem to take the bait in and just 
hold it. Normally when pulling the fish 
will set the hook on the bite, but on 
those colder days when the fish are 
not as aggressive the angler needs to 
set the hook.” 
 Arriving cold fronts are normally 
associated with overcast days, which 
also affect the fish and successful 
anglers know to respond with a change 
in presentation. “A brief cloudy period 
can change everything,” warns Parker. 
“The fish will come up in the water 
column to have better light with which 
to feed. If you started off catching fish at 
12 feet and the bite stops after clouds 
appear, those fish may have moved 
up. You definitely do not want to be 
pulling baits below the fish. Crappie 
feed looking up and move up to eat 
dinner, but they seldom go down to 
eat.”
 A change from clouds to a 
bright sunny day will often send fish deeper. This is especially true on clear deep-water 

lakes. The adjustment processes to go deeper 
is either let out more line or replace the jigs 
with heavier ones. If you do nothing when 
weather conditions change and the bite stops 
you many be through for the day. Don’t be 
afraid to experiment. 
 Crappies don’t change zip codes very 
often. “They will move, but usually not very 
far,” says Parker. “If you find them one day it 
is likely they will be nearby the next day. That 
is why it is important to use your knowledge 
and techniques to locate them and then adjust 
when conditions change the bite. Once you 
find them stick with it. They won’t move far if 
they move at all.”
 Eberly and Parker are sponsored by 
Wally Marshall, Evinrude, Skipper Jigs and 
ARG Marine.
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Crappie for Christmas

- Ron Presley

Using one electronic screen for navigating and 
another for finding fish has become more and more 

common with crappie anglers. 

A digital scale on board can add a little 
instant gratification when you catch a big 
one. Parker’s Crescent Lake crappie hit 

the scales at 2.42 pounds. 
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HOW TO?

Crappie NOW How To January 
Crappie with Russ Bailey
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Tip of the Month

  

  
 Winter is a great time for cleaning your tackleboxes. There is no one perfect system but this 
is what works for many heavy-duty fishing experts. 
A good place for the task is in front of a TV football game. Working off of a large folding table works 
great. If you have a Man Cave to keep the mess out of the main house, that’s better.
 If you don’t use 3600 or 3700 type plastic box system, now would be a good time to start. 
These are great organizers. You can store by category and product letting you find things quicker. 
You only have to take what you need on each trip. For example, if you are only shooting docks, you 
don’t need your heavy sinker and double-hook rig boxes taking up space and adding weight to the 
boat. 
 You’ll need cleaning solution, rags, 1-quart size freezer bags and a few 1-gallon size freezer 
bags. The bags are great for storing items you don’t want in the boxes, or items too large to go into 
the boxes. They also prevent messes if a bottle of scent creates a leak.
 Assemble all your tackle. That means from the boat and every storage spot. Grab both new and 
used stuff. Remove every items and sort by type: sinkers; hooks; jigheads (by weight); crankbaits; 
and so on. 
Clean everything needing to be cleaned.
 Go though each pile of tackle and discard bad items. Have another pile for good but won’t-
use items. These can go to a neighbor kid or yard sale box. Good items go into the plastic, divided 
boxes. If you have too many egg sinkers or other items, put them into the plastic bags for storing. 
Also jot down items you need to buy like 8-pound test line, 1/32-ounce jigs, and so on. It’s a good 
excuse for a road trip to a boat show or tackle retailer.
 Get organized and you’ll enjoy the fact you can quickly find what you need when you need it. 
And, you have to carry fewer items with you by selecting the right boxes to take each trip. For more 
on this subject, check out our “Rigging a Crappie Boat” segment this month.  -TH
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 I’m often asked, “What is the best way to learn to fish?” That’s not a black 
and white answer, but the very best way I know is to team up with someone who 
knows how to fish. It can be a neighbor, co-worker or maybe take trips with a few 
different guides.
 The purpose is to experience and learn successful fishing. Catching should 
not be your number one goal, but rather learning everything possible. How are 
new spots found? What does the sonar show and what boat position is best? 
What are the specifics of the technique, rigs and baits? After learning a little ask 
if you can use the sonar to find a spot while they watch and guide you through 
the steps. Don’t let them tie your rigs. Do everything yourself and you’ll learn 
much quicker.
 Be a good partner and help with the work. Pay for the gas and baits. Don’t 
go to their spots without asking permission and don’t take other fishermen to the 
spots. -TH

Crappie Basics #88  Learning to Fish

Crappie Basics



use is to add ice to the bait’s holding water. 
But don’t just shake a bunch of cubes into a 
cooler. Instead the Sipes take a five-pound 
bag and place the bag, plastic and all, into the 
water. This, they say, ensures a slow, steady 
drop in water temperature which helps keep 
the minnows alive and wiggly.
There’s a lot of truth to the saying that “two 

heads are better 
than one” and the 
same can be said 
about minnows 
when fishing for 
summer crappie.

Q: What are the most common questions you get in 
your crappie seminars? Any odd questions? 

Brian ‘Bro’ Brosdahl- Minnesota, Bro’s Guide Service, 
pro staff for Frabill, Northland, others.   
 
- Q: What are the go-to colors for crappies?
A: No such thing as a #1 color for all lakes. That being said pink-
white and blue-white are my confidence colors on just about every 
body of water I fish.
Q: Do you use both artificial and live baits?
A: I used more live bait in years past. I use more plastics today than 

live bait because of the advances with plastics and scents. I especially like the Impulse 
Line of plastics. I will downsize this time of year.
Q: What has been the biggest game-changer in crappie fishing?
A: It’s Humminbird’s Side Imaging. I find more brush piles and other unique features. I find 
schools of crappie without driving the boat over them.
 
Barry Morrow-Missouri/Oklahoma fishing guide, MRO 
Crappie Academy, Lindy pro staff.   
 
Q: What color of plastics do I use?
A: When fish are active it doesn’t matter. But when color makes a 
difference it usually makes a big difference. Choice of color depends 
on many conditions like water clarity, sunlight, and cloud cover. In 
general, the darker the water the darker the bait. Dark water picks 
are black-pink, black-blue, yellow-black and orange-chartreuse. 
Clear water means more natural bait colors like pumpkin-chartreuse 
and pearl-chartreuse. I like black-chartreuse in any water.
Q: What is my favorite method of catching crappie?
A: Jig fishing standing timber, stumps and laydowns. Nothing beats feeling a crappie 
“thump”. My second choice is slip-cork fishing like I did while growing up.
Q: An odd question was if I had fallen out of the boat while fishing?
A: I fell in once, but that wasn’t my only time in the water. The craziest time was fishing 
Lake Ozark, Missouri, late fall and nobody on the lake. It was windy, cold, late afternoon 
and I was by myself. I tied my boat to the dock with a crappie brush clamp and went to 
back my trailer down the ramp. The rope broke and my boat floated to the middle of the 
small cove. Yes, I stripped down to my shorts and retrieved my boat. Moral of the story, 
always tie your boat with a heavy rope. 

Crappie Q&A
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 Ice fishing has changed considerably 
from the first time I drilled a hole over 35 
years ago. 
 I never had the opportunity to ice fish 
during my youth. Then one boring winter 
day in 1980 a fishing buddy suggested 
we try ice fishing for panfish. He had 
purchased the basic equipment (manual 
auger, toy-like ice rods with plastic spool 
reels, and a handful of tiny ice dot lures); 
I went along to keep him company.
 Arriving at a small lake, we gravitated 
to the area with the greatest number of 
anglers. We drilled two holes, tipped 
each ice jig with a live maggot, stripped 
line from the plastic spools and watched 
the baits sink slowly into the dark water. 
Propping the rods up on a mound of frozen 
ice beside each hole, we each sat down 

on a folding campstool and waited…and 
waited…and waited. 
 Other than adjusting the depth of the 
bait occasionally, we really didn’t know 
what to do except wait for a bite. Observing 
other nearby anglers sitting around holes 
in the ice, waiting and watching the spring 
bobber for any movement seemed to be 
the strategy. Oh, what an exciting day on 
the ice…NOT!
 Fast-forward several decades. With 
intense coaxing, FLW bass pro Dave 
Lefebre persuades me to go ice fishing 
with him. Over the past twenty years, I had 
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By Darl Black

The first crappie of the day is significant 
because there are always more in the 

same spot.



frequently fished with 
Lefebre during the open 
water season. Although I 
knew he loved to fish for 
crappies whenever he 
had down time from the 
pro bass tour, I did not 
know his intense passion 
for ice fishing until he 
was named to Rapala’s 
Ice Force Team. 
 During open water 
season, Dave never 
stays in any one spot 
for very long if he does 
not get bit. Like most 
bass anglers, his goal is 
to move around in order 
to develop a pattern as 
quickly as possible and 
then try to repeat it in 
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ICE STRATEGY: Sit & Wait, or Run & Gun

Quality ice sonar, such as one form MarCum, is completely 
portable. The display shows bottom composition and fish via 

varied colored lines.



similar areas of the lakes. I discovered he 
transfers that same open water run-and-
gun energy to his ice fishing. Here is his 
strategy.
 “Ice fishing for crappies is not unlike 
open-water fishing. The fish you seek 
have the entire lake to move through. 
They can literally be anywhere,” explains 
Lefebre. “During open-water season, you 
have a boat to move around and find 
them. But during ice season, you’ve got 
to move around and drill holes in the ice 
in order to find fish. 
 “This is especially true when looking 
at the BIG picture during the early ice 
season – or anytime you fish an unfamiliar 

lake. I can make guesses where early-ice 
crappies might be, but I cannot simply 
drill a couple holes at one site and expect 
to catch fish. Crappies can move around 
quite a bit between the last open-water 
catches in the fall and by the time safe ice 
arrives. As an ice fisherman, you can’t sit 
still. You’ve got to move.”
 “My goal is to explore possibilities. 
For example on 250-acre Edinboro Lake 
in Erie County – a lake I know very well 
– first-ice crappies may be in an 8-foot 
stump field, at 12 to 14 feet on the edge 
of the major break into the lake basin, 
suspended in basin perhaps 20 feet down 
over 30 feet of water, or simply wandering 
a sparse-cover flat between the stumps 
and the basin break. Half of the time, the 
crappies are not where I initially expect 
them. Until I start catching crappies, I do 
not know where they are.”
 In a central location near possible 
fish locations, Lefebre sets up his Otter 
ice shelter as home base – a place to rest 
and warm up. But he does not sit and in 
the hut. Instead, he grabs his auger, ice 
sonar, one rod, handful of tiny ice jigs 
and sets out to methodically check the 
possibilities.
 “I drill a hole, lower the sonar 
transducer and drop a lure to any fish 
observed on the sonar. I may drill 50 holes 
in order to figure out a pattern. But once I 
catch one good-size crappie, I know there 
are more of them right at this location. 
Crappies do not go it solo – where there 
is one, there is a school.”
 He plays the same strategy on larger 
reservoirs as he does on smaller lakes. 
Unless he has very specific information 
from a reliable source when he visits a 
big impoundment for the first time each 
season, he goes through the shallow-to-
deep routine while checking a variety of 
cover/structure in order to find reservoir 
crappies. 
 According to Lefebre, the maximum 
number of holes he has drilled in a 
single day is well over 100, making his 
auger one of the most important pieces 
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A quality power auger is a necessary 
piece of equipment.



of equipment. “In my younger days, I 
routinely did sit-ups and push-ups to stay 
in shape for ice fishing season. But these 
days, I would find it impossible to drill that 
many with a manual auger. Instead I reply 
on my electric StrikeMaster auger, along 
with an extra battery!”

 Dave explains that crappie schools 
usually settle into a home area by mid-
winter. Often these areas also produce 
very nice bluegills or yellow perch. Once 
that area is identified, it makes sense to 
concentrate your fishing effort within that 
sector. 
 “Now you are looking at the small 
picture. But even within this smaller zone, 
a crappie school will move around within 

the sector. Sitting in one spot may yield a 
couple crappies when they move through, 
but to come off the ice with an impressive 
catch you must have multiple holes in the 
general vicinity in order to move from one 
to another to stay on fish.”
 Once he has established the mid- to 
late-winter location of a crappie school, 
Lefebre drills a series of holes based on 
key details he knows about the specific 
area of a familiar lake – such as a large 
stump, a brushpile, rock pile, certain 
type of weed growth, or secondary drop. 
This information has been stored on his 
portable GPS, having gathered it during 
the open-water season while cruising in 
his boat. When crappies stop biting in 
one hole, he begins checking other holes 
to find the active bite. 
 “Successful ice fishing isn’t a matter 
of luck,” state Lefebre. “Instead of sitting 
and waiting, you’ve got to move to achieve 
the outcome you desire. With another 
severe winter expected in the North, get 
out right now and put this information to 
work.” 

ICE STRATEGY: Sit & Wait, or Run & Gun

- by Darl Black
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 Organizing tackle in my boat 
has always been a challenge, but some 
manufacturers are making it an easier task.

 A variety of organizing systems are 
available from boat manufacturers or tackle 
companies that make it easier to store and 
quickly find a particular lure, rig or tool when 
you need it. I have always relied on a series 

of Plano utility boxes for carrying my ton of 
jigheads, weights and hooks and some cloth 
bags (which I always seem to get at fishing 
shows or outdoor writers’ meetings) for 
storing my bags of soft plastics. 
 Boat companies also offer tackle 
organization systems in various storage 
compartments. Ranger Boats offers an 
integrated tackle management system for 
storing Plano utility boxes in the Z Commanche 
series. G-3 Boats also offers tackle utility 
box storage trays in three of the company’s 
models: Eagle 160 PFX, Eagle Talon 17 
PFX and Eagle Talon 19 DLX. Stephen 
Matt, G-3 public relations specialist, notes 
most of the Eagle series of boats come with 
four utility boxes that fit in the rear storage 
compartments. Matt has used the front deck 
storage compartments of his Eagle 176 for 
his tackle management system consisting 
of Tupperware containers and Plano utility 
boxes. 
 Crappie pro Dan Dannenmueller 
combines Rigraps and Sterilite plastic boxes 
to create a nifty tackle management system 
in his Ranger bass boat. Dannenmueller uses 
the Rigrap containers for storing all of his 
pre-tied rigs for spider rigging. He suggests 
the Orange 8524 models are best for crappie 
rigs since the container can handle two- or 
three-way rigs with weights ranging from 1/2- 
ounce to 3 ounces. 
 “The boxes allow you to wrap anything 
in it and it has bent-over plastic lips in the top 
that allow you to put your jig or hook through 
it and wrap the line,” Dannenmueller says. 
“You can also cross over the line and do 
whatever you have to do to put your weight or 
whatever in the center of it and then it has the 
cavity to store all of the rig’s components.”
 Dannenmueller labels his containers 
by jig types and colors with initials such as 
“BG” for a rig with Bobby Garland baits on 

HOW TO?
by John Neporadny, Jr
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Dan Dannenmueller relies on Rigraps for 
keeping his pre-tied rigs stored and in order, 

ready to use.



it. The Rigraps are sold separately or 
in a combo with a Rigtrac, a plastic tray 
capable of holding several Rigraps. The 
Rigtracs can also lock into each other 
to form a larger rig storage system to 
carry in the boat storage compartment. 
Dannenmueller also takes some of the 
individual containers out of the rack to 
keep with him in the front of the boat so 
he and his partner can keep a close vigil 
on their lines instead of looking in the 
storage compartment when they have to 
retie a line.
  “We don’t want to get up from 
our seats very often, so if we can get 
everything up there close to us we are 
good to go,” Dannenmueller says. 
 Sterilite plastic storage 
containers in various sizes hold the rest of 
Dannenmueller’s tackle.  He carries all of 
his bulk soft plastics in some containers 

and uses others for storing bulky items such 
as crankbait weights and a variety of tools. 
The Alabama pro also keeps larger Sterilite 
containers in his truck so he can change out 
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soft plastics, weights and lures from truck to 
boat when he travels to fisheries that require 
different tackle. 
 Missouri pro Kevin Jones keeps his pre-
tied rigs for spider rigging on Tackle Buddy 
Spinner Holders by Carlson Machine and 
Tool Company. The holders accommodate 
eight rigs at a time and Jones usually carries 
10 holders in his boat when he’s fishing a 
tournament. He prefers using the largest 
model available (8 1/2 inches with a 2 1/2-
inch diameter). “The bigger diameter gives 
the rigs less line memory compared to the 
smaller ones,” Jones says. “The end also 
comes off and I can store all of my hooks and 
weights and stuff inside of them so everything 
is right there with me.”
 Lindy also makes a holder for rigs called 
the Lindy Rigger. Made of high-density foam, 
the Rigger features 12 slits for keeping pre-
tied rigs in place.   

 Another tackle management system 
crappie anglers need to check out is Tackle 
Webs, a series of mesh storage bags that 
can be placed in various locations on your 
boat.  “Some guys put them anywhere such 
as underneath the cockpit or the hatches, 
by their Hot Foot (Throttle) or the side of the 
hatches inside the wells,” says Mike Ortego, 
Tackle Webs CEO and president.   
 Tackle Webs are available in in four 
sizes (16 inches x 12 inches, 12 inches x 16 
inches, 32 inches x 15 inches and 24 inches 
x 15 inches) and two mounting styles.   Some 
models are mounted with stainless steel 
grommets and bungee cords for hanging 
inside the panels of boats. The V-series 
models with heavy-duty Velcro strips are for 
mounting in various locations throughout 
the boat. Both systems are ideal for keeping 

Rigging a Boat - Organizing Tackle in the Boat
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Kevin Jones wraps the rigs he ties on 
Tackle Buddy Spinner Holders.

Tackle Webs are well-designed 
organizers to keep items handy but 

out of the way. Strap one to your seat 
and you’ll find items within reach and 
ready to use. Put one in the lid of a 

storage compartment or on the side of 
the console for easy access and extra 

storage.
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tackle organized and out of the way until 
you need it. 
 Installation of the V-Series models is 
basically a peel-and-stick process. “Wipe 
the surface down with a hot towel or glass 
cleaner to make sure there is no residue 
and then let it dry,” says Ortego.  “Then 
peel off the strip (to the sticky tape)  and 
once it is stuck you can peel the bag off  
the Velcro part and smooth the sticky part 
down with a plier handle or something like 
that and give it a good press. It then has a 
full cure in 24 to 30 hours.”
 Tackle Webs also sells suction cup 
mounting packs to use in place of bungee 
cords for different mounting options. Other 
Tackle Webs accessories include replacement hook Velcro strips, and 8-inch bungee six 
packs.
 For more information on tackle management systems, visit the following web sites:  
www.rigraponline.com, www.carlsonmachineandtool.com, www.lindyfishingtackle.com, and
www.tacklewebs.com.  

Rigging a Boat - Organizing Tackle in the Boat

- John Neporadny, Jr.
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Coloring Your Ice Fishing

 Ice fishing is most often a white, blue and black 
world. The intensity of these colors can get a little trying 
on the eyes.
           The blue is the clear winter sky, the black is the 
dark water around your drilled circles and the white — 
that belligerent and unwavering white —well, you can 
figure that out.
          With this limited palette around me, I’ve come 
to enjoy watching the vibrant colors on a small sonar 
screen. It certainly breaks up the monotony. The ice 
blindness, if you will.
           And the colors I enjoying seeing the most, at least 
on the circular dial of a Vexilar, are red and green.
          The red, at the bottom third of a low-gain reading, 
indicates an uneven bottom, hopefully a plethora of 
weeds, along with my jigged bait among the jungle. The 
green indicates an advancing fish, or fishes. They come 
in slowly at first, with a weak signal, then the band which 
displays their presence grows in width, meaning they’re 
heading towards my bait. 
          But the moment and color I like best of all, is 
when the green completely surrounds the red, covering 
it up. This quick change of hues translates into a stiff 
flexing of the rod and then a steady but rapid turn of the 
reel handle. It all ends hopefully in a slab crappie that 
comes to the surface, one that joins me in the world of 
white and blue and black.
          And that in a frigid nutshell is an important way 
that a sonar unit can improve your iced-crappie fishing.
          While it may be putting the ice wagon before the 
horse, the ability to see a strike coming and to quickly 
react to it is crucial to this game. Imagine the opposite. 
Imagine not having a sonar, specifically a flasher, with 
you.
          You’re sitting on a cushioned bucket on the ice. It’s 
cold and you’re bundled in your iceman suit. There’s a 
bit of breeze which makes it a bit colder. Adding to that 
you haven’t had a bite yet. Your mind wavers; you start 
looking around.
          Unbeknown to you, down about 12 feet, a pod of 
crappie comes wandering in. They’re looking for food 
but so far haven’t found much. Then they spot your jig 
and the wormy bit of larva on the hook known as a spike.
          Still unbeknown to you, a fine 14-and-a-half inch 
crappie comes up to your offering and does what big, 
cold crappie often do, that is take the tiniest of nibbles 
like a debutant afraid to touch her food at a ball. If 
you were looking at your rod, you might see the mere 
smidgeon of movement at the tip. Perhaps even if you 
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were staring at the flimsy tip you still wouldn’t 
notice it, because you’re shivering hand 
doesn’t translate the feel. And you continue 
to sit there wondering why the crappie aren’t 
biting.
          Well, the next thing that happens is 
that the 14-and-a-half incher takes a full bite 
and before you can bring yourself to believe 
it’s happening, that crappie has taken your 
bait and gotten away scot free.
          That’s what happens without a flasher.
          With a Vexilar it’s an entirely different 
scenario.
          Now with a red and green Christmas 
dial, you’re still waiting for a bite. Things 

are still slow — the sonar can’t 
change that. But suddenly, the dial 
lights up. From the corner of the 
transducer cone comes a small 
army. Now it really is Christmas 
on your sonar.
          You’ve been holding the 
rod and jig steady but with the 
advancing fish you decide to give 
it a slight jiggle; nothing much just 
a little waver. The lead crappie 
sees this and the action drives 
it temporary crazy. From a foot 
away it rushes to your bait and 
engulfs the jig and larva with a 
hardy swallow.
          Instead of being completely 
unaware that this happening, you 
now see the movie play right in 
front of you. As the colors change 
on the dial, you arch the rod with 
a sure hook-setting snap, and in 
that instant you’re raising a fine 
crappie to the ether.
          And with a sonar, things get 
even better.
          After quickly removing 
the crappie from the hook, you 
lower it down rebaited. Still in 
the vicinity is the pod of hungry 
crappie. They’re off to the edge 
of the transducer signal now, so 
the band on the flasher dial is thin 
and wavering. But that doesn’t 
matter, you give the rod another 

slight jiggle and another fine crappie comes 
over and takes the bait.
          That’s two crappie you’ve caught that 
otherwise might have gotten away.
          Should I go on with this lovely scenario?
          Another way in which a flasher 
will put more slabs on the ice is with an 
understanding of jig movement.
          The first time around the crappie 
responded to a little bounce, a little whisper 
of rod action. But that’s not always the case. 
Sometimes it takes a more vigorous motions 
of the bait to get crappie to bite. The flasher 
will help tell you that as well.
          Sometimes when sitting on my cold 

Coloring Your Ice Fishing
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cushioned bucket, I’ve seen crappie 
come up to the jig and stare at it. It’s like 
they’re waiting for the jig do something, 
or not to do something.
          If you encounter stubborn slabs, 
the trick is to raise you bait over them 
by a foot or two, then let it settle back to 
their level on a tight or semi-slack line. 
Or maybe not fall at all and keep it at the 
level you raised it.
          There is an odd truth with winter 
crappie and that’s if they rise with a bait, 
they’re probably going to take it on the 
rise, or on the fall. How high that chase 
goes — and it’s usually no more than a 
foot or two — it very difficult to determine 
without a flasher.     
          In the old pre-flasherless days, 
you’d raise and lower your jig hoping you 
got it right. You often didn’t.
          But with a flasher you can watch 
crappie swim up, following the movement 
of your rod. Then you jiggle it slightly, 
a minor quivering of the tip. Often it’s 
a good trick to raise the bait just a few 
inches, jiggle the jig, and let it drop 
infinitesimally. Don’t be surprised if the 
crappie takes it the milli-second it starts 
to descend.
          Whatever the motion that it requires 
to entice a crappie to strike, you can read 
what it might be on the flasher.
          Just don’t expect every crappie on 
the day you’re fishing, or in the general 
time or even in the same pod to react 
similarly. In fact, you often have to play 
with them, giving one fish a gentle rise and 
fall; another fish, a quick rise and steady 
hold or a whole variety of actions. After all 
they are crappie, and it is winter. A sonar will 
help you make the determination.
          And now I’ll finally put the horse before 
the ice wagon where it belongs because the 
most fundamental of all messages you’ll 
be able to read on you sonar is the bottom 
structure.
          Turn down the gain. Turn up the gain. 
Eventually you’ll see weeds, eventually 
you won’t. Whatever the final adjustment, 
your flasher should give you a better 

understanding of what’s on the bottom.
          This reading alone will tell you where 
to place your jig, either above the weeds or 
below them, down against the bottom (when 
there are no weeds)   or so much higher in 
the water column. You’ll have to study and 
understand your flasher’s readings but there 
is no single better way that your sonar will 
put more slabs on the ice.
          If you don’t already work with a 
flasher on the ice, try it. Once you figure out 
everything it can do, it will color your world.

Coloring Your Ice Fishing
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 O r ig in of  Corn Flakes
 Corn Flakes, bel ieve i t  or  not ,  were invented as part  of  an Ant i -Sexual 
Crusade in the 18th and 19th centur ies.  Michigan physic ian John Harvey 
Kel logg was uncomfortable about sex because he thought th inking about i t 
was harmful  physical ly,  emot ional ly and spir i tual ly.  He personal ly abstained. 
The good news for us was that Kel logg created a few di fferent f laked grain 
breakfast  cereals,  including Corn Flakes, that  were heal thy,  ready-to-eat, 
morning meals.  Later,  he and his brother Wi l l  made cereals to sel l .  Wi l l  was 
more interested in business than diet  and began sel l ing cereals through his 
own business that became the Kel logg Company. 

Corn Flake and Patato Chip Crust Crappie
 1/3 cup of  but termi lk  
 1/8 teaspoon pepper
 4 ounces potato chips,  crushed 
 3/4 cup Corn Flakes, crushed
 1/4 teaspoon papr ika   
 1 1/2 pounds of  crappie f i l lets at  least  1/2 inch thick

Mix buttermi lk and pepper in a pie pan. On a separate plate mix crushed 
potato chips,  crushed Corn Flakes, and papr ika on plate or waxed paper. 
Preheat oven to 550 degrees to broi l .  Grease broi ler  pan. Cut f ish into 
serving pieces. Dip in buttermi lk mixture.  Coat wi th potato chip & Corn 
Flake mixture.  Place on broi ler  pan. Broi l  6 inches from heat for  3 minutes 
per s ide,  or unt i l  f ish f lakes easi ly. 

Banana Pudding
 For dessert  let ’s s l ice up some bananas puddled in pudding for a s imple 
taste t reat .
 1 large box vani l la or banana pudding mix (sugar- f ree or not)
 Vani l la Wafers 
 Bananas

Place wafers and banana sl ices in al ternat ing layers in Pyrex dish.  Mix 
pudding mix.  Pour over layers of  wafers and banana sl ices and chi l l .

Editor ’s Note:  This recipe is f rom Tennessee Outdoorsmen Cookbook by 
J immy Holt  and Vernon Summerl in.  I t  is  st i l l  avai lable at

http: / /www.thomasnelson.com/catalogsearch/resul t /?q=vernon+Summerl in 

Crushed and Crusty Crappie

Crappie Basics
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 There are two reasons why l ight  l ine wi l l  produce more bi tes 
than heavier l ine.  One reason is v is ib i l i ty.  Water is usual ly c learer 
when the water gets cold so smal ler  d iameter and low vis ib i l i ty  is 
an advantage. More important ly,  l ight  l ine gives your bai ts more 
act ion.
 “One thing that wi l l  help an average f isherman is to use smal l 
l ine,”  says Al  L inder.  “Even in stained water,  they wi l l  catch more 
f ish on 4-pound test  l ine.  I ’m posi t ive of  i t .  Especial ly wi th j igs that 
have movement.  A smal l  j ig,  l ike a 1/32-ounce, wi l l  move a l i t t le 
each t ime the l ine turns.  That ’s the whole reason for i ts success. 
St i ff  l ine stops the j ig f rom moving.”

Crappie Basics #89  Line Size

Crappie Basics

Cool gear that’s catching!
Mr. Crappie Premium Line

  Low memory; high abrasion resistance

  Special softeners for superb performance

  HiVis, Camo and Clear - 4, 6, 8 and 10 lb.

  Available in Mega Spool and Mega Bulk

Mr. Crappie Spinning Reels

  Strong graphite body and rotor

  Double anodized aluminum spool

  Zero Reverse one-way clutch

Mr. Crappie Slab Shaker Spinning Combo

  Smooth 2-ball bearing system

  Thin, compact gear box

  Pre-spooled with Mr. Crappie HiVis line

  Graphite composite rods with split grip handle

Mr. Crappie Slab Shaker Rods

  Premium graphite blanks     Lightweight EVA grips     Aluminum oxide guides

www.mrcrappie.com



(Fishermen, check with club/association for exact dates, changes, cancellations and rules.)

JANUARY 10 CAROLINA    WYLIE-BUSTER    CLUB
JANUARY 16-17 CRAPPIE USA   LAKE  TALQUIN FL   SUPER
JANUARY 17 MAGNOLIA   OKATIBBEE LAKE MS   CLUB
JANUARY 17 BAYOU STATE LAKE  CLAIBORN     CLUB
JANUARY 17 CAT TX   LAKE O PINES    QUALIFIER
JANUARY 23-24 CRAPPIE USA  CRESCENT & DEAD LAKES- FL SUPER
JANUARY 24 CAROLINA   FISHING CREEK HWY 21 LANDING CLUB
JANUARY 31 CRAPPIE USA  LOCHLOOSA, ORANGE, NEWMANS- FL CLUB
FEBRUARY 7 CRAPPIE MASTERS JOHNS RIVER - DELAND, FL  CLUB
FEBRUARY 13-14 CRAPPIE MASTERS HARRIS CHAIN LAKES- TAVARES, FL CLUB
FEBRUARY 14 CAROLINA   NORMAN-STUMP CREEK LANDING CLUB
FEBRUARY 21 MAGNOLIA LAKE  WASHINGTON-GREENVILLE, MS CLUB
FEBRUARY 21 CAT TX   TAWAKONI     QUALIFIER
FEBRUARY 28 WEST ALABAMA  LAKE TUSCALOOSA   CLUB
FEBRUARY 28 CRAPPIE USA  WEISS LAKE -AL    CLUB
FEBRUARY 28 BAYOU STATE  CANEY LAKE    CLUB
FEBRUARY 28 CRAPPIE MASTERS LAKE MARION- MANNING, SC CLUB
MARCH 6-7  CRAPPIE USA  CLARKS HILL LAKE- EVANS, GA SUPER
MARCH 7  CRAPPIE MASTERS GREENWOOD LAKE- GREENVILLE, SC CLUB
MARCH 13-14 CRAPPIE USA  LAKE OF EGYPT- IL   SUPER
MARCH 14  CRAPPIE MASTERS MULTIPLE LOCATIONS   CLUB
MARCH 21  INDIANNA SLAB  PATOKA LAKE    CLUB
MARCH 21  CAT TX   LIVINGSTON    QUALIFIER
MARCH 21  MAGNOLIA   GRANADA-BIG MAMA –GRENADA, MS OPEN
MARCH 21  CRAPPIE USA  OLD HICKORY LAKE   CLUB
MARCH 27-28 CRAPPIE USA  CHEROKEE LAKE-  MORRISTON, TN SUPER
MARCH 27-28 CAROLINA   GREENWOOD-CHARLIE B'S  CLUB
MARCH 27-28 CRAPPIE MASTERS GRENADA, MS MS STATE   CHAMP.
APRIL 4  CRAPPIE USA  LAKE OF THE OZARKS, MO  CLUB
APRIL 4  INDIANNA SLAB  BROOKVILLE RESERVOIR  CLUB
APRIL 10-11 CRAPPIE USA  KENTUCKY/BARKLEY LAKES- PARIS, TN SUPER
APRIL 11  MAGNOLIA   BARNETT-BIG MAMA -MADISON, MS OPEN
APRIL 11  CRAPPIE MASTERS LAKE OF THE OZARKS, MO  CLUB
APRIL 11  CAT TX   FORK LAKE    CRAPPIEFEST
APRIL 11  INDIANNA SLAB  PRARIE CREEK RESERVOIR  CLUB
APRIL 17-18 CRAPPIE USA  GREEN RIVER LAKE- COLUMBIA, KY SUPER
APRIL 18  CRAPPIE MASTERS LAKE D'ARBONNE-RUSTON, LA CLUB
APRIL 24-25 CRAPPIE USA  PICKWICK/WILSON LAKES, AL  SUPER
APRIL 25  BAYOU STATE  TBA      CLASSIC
APRIL 25  CRAPPIE MASTERS BEAVER LAKE-FAYETTEVILLE, AR CLUB
APRIL 25  INDIANNA SLAB  MONROE RESERVOIR   CLUB
MAY 1-2  CRAPPIE MASTERS KENTUCKY/BARKLEY LAKES, TN  CHAMPIONSHIP
MAY 2  CRAPPIE USA  CAVE RUN LAKE-MOREHEAD, KY CLUB
MAY 2  INDIANNA SLAB  FREEMAN/SHAFER   CLUB
MAY 8-9  CRAPPIE MASTERS COLUMBUS, MS  ULTIMATE CHALLENGE
MAY 9  CRAPPIE USA  MISSISSINEWA/SALMONIE –WALBASH, IN CLUB
MAY 9  MAGNOLIA   SARDIS RESERVOIR -SARDIS, MS CLUB
MAY 16  CRAPPIE MASTERS REND LAKE- WHITTINGTON, IL CLUB
MAY 16  INDIANNA SLAB  SALAMONIE LAKE   CLUB
MAY 16  CAT TX   RAY ROBERTS    QUALIFIER
MAY 16  CRAPPIE USA  LAKE SHELBYVILLE- SHELBYVILLE, IL CLUB
MAY 30  CRAPPIE MASTERS TRUMAN LAKE- CLINTON, MO BIG FISH
MAY 30  INDIANNA SLAB  MIONROE LAKE    OPEN
JUNE 5-6  CRAPPIE MASTERS PRATTVILLE, AL    CHAMPIONSHIP
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JUNE 12-13  MAGNOLIA   TBA      CHAMPIONSHIP
JUNE 13  CAT TX   CEDAR CREEK    JR ANGLER
JUNE 19-20  CRAPPIE MASTERS TRUMAN LAKE- CLINTON, MO ULTIMATE CHALLENGE
JUNE 20  CAT TX   RICHLAND CHAMBERS   QUALIFIER
JULY 18  CAT TX   TEXOMA     QUALIFIER 
AUGUST 8  CRAPPIE MASTERS MARK TWAIN LAKE-MONROE CITY, MO CLUB
AUGUST 15  CAT TX   FORK LAKE    QUALIFIER
AUGUST 22  CRAPPIE MASTERS TRUMAN LAKE- CLINTON, MO CLUB
SEPTEMBER 11-12 CAT TX   CEDAR CREEK    CHAMPIONSHIP
SEPTEMBER 12 INDIANNA SLAB  MISSISSINEWA RESERVOIR  CLUB
SEPTEMBER 23-26 CRAPPIE MASTERS LAKE HENRY  NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
SEPTEMBER 26 INDIANNA SLAB  MORSE LAKE    CLUB
OCTOBER 7-10 CRAPPIE USA  PATOKA LAKE-JASPER, IN  CLASSIC
OCTOBER 17-18 INDIANNA SLAB  CATARACT/RACCOON 2 DAY  CLASSIC
OCTOBER 30-31 CRAPPIE USA  LAKE CUMBERLAND - KY  SUPER
OCTOBER 30-31 CRAPPIE MASTERS GRANADA LAKE-MAMPHIS, TN EARLY BIRD 
QUALIFIER
NOVEMBER 28 CRAPPIE USA  CRESECENT & DEAD LAKES, FL. CLUB

(More events will be added throughout the year so check each Club often for new 
dates and places)
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NATIONAL EVENTS
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CRAPPIE CLUBS

(Note that club news, results and schedules are taken from websites around the 10th of each month. Only those 
who provide information through their website or by email will have updated information and results included.)
Fishermen, check with club/association for exact dates, changes, cancellations and rules.

Clubs/Regional Tournaments
MAGNOLIA CRAPPIE CLUB  - MS 
www.magnoliacrappieclub.com 

CRAPPIE ANGLERS OF TEXAS (CAT)-  TX
www.crappieanglersoftexas.com

WEST TENNESSEE CRAPPIE CLUB-WTCC  -TN
www.westtennesseecrappieclub.com;  also facebook

INDIANA SLAB MASTERS- IN
www.indianaslabmasters.com

MIDDLE TENNESSEE CRAPPIE CLUB  -TN 
middletennesseecrappieclub@gmail.com

SHOALS AREA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION  -AL
www.shoalscrappie.com        shoalscrappie@yahoo.com

WEST ALABAMA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION  -AL
www.westalabamacrappie.com  Tracy Humber 662-574-
0649

SLAB MASTERS TOURNAMENT TRAIL  -GA
www.slabmasterstournamenttrail.net 

EASTERN MISSOURI CRAPPIE CLUB- MO
www.easternmocrappie.com

EASTERN BUCKEYE CRAPPIE CLUB  -OH
Easternbuckeyecrappieclub@yahoo.com
www.easternbuckeyecrappieclub.com

WILLIAM’S CREEK CRAPPIE CLUB- TX
www.williamscreekcrappieclub.com

WAPPAPELLO CRAPPIECLUB- MO
Facebook:  Wappapello CrappieClub 

GRAND LAKE CRAPPIE SERIES- OH
www.grandlakecrappieseries.comule.com
 
COOSA RIVER CRAPPIE CLUB
Paul Whorton 205-821-8373 
Joe Thomas 205-746-4409
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(see facebook)
CRAPPIE BUCKS- TX
www.crappiebucks.com   

CRAPPIE SLAYERS TOURNAMENT SERIES- MO
See the www.crappie.com  MO-tournaments

CAPITAL CRAPPIE CLUB- MO  
Mike 573-230-3058, Ben 573-694-3588
Marshall Albertson 573-690-2370

ARIZONIA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION  -AZ 
www.azcrappie.com   (forum)

BUCKEYE CRAPPIE CHALLENGE  -OH 
www.buckeyecrappiechallenge.com

NORTHEAST OHIO CRAPPIE CLUB  -OH
www.northeastohiocrappieclub.com

SPRINGFIELD CRAPPIE CLUB- IL
www.springfieldcrappieclub.com

CRAPPIENUTZ- MS
www.crappieguys.com

CAROLINA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION
www.carolinacrappieassociation.com  704-792-5022  raeudy@ctc.net

CRAPPIE CLUBS
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Tournament Results

Magnolia Crappie Club
Nov.15, 2014     Enid Reservoir          Club
1. Chaney Starnes/ Glen Frazier  13.50
2. Bo Hudson/Brad Chappell   12.13
3. Tympel Turner/John Harrison  11.86
4. Charles Lindsey/Graham Taylor  10.76
5. Ronald Wade/Danny Wade  10.46

Big Fish
Chaney Starnes/Glen Frazier  2.47
Rabbit Rogers/Pat Jeffcoats   2.46

Middle Tennessee Crappie Club
Nov. 8           Normandy                       Wildcat
1. Rodney Edwards    10.34
2. J.W. Jackson/Kane Jackson  7.01
3. John Wells/Jack Scott   6.90
4. Toby Ivey/Ethan Sanchez   6.72
5. Ed Wylinski/Kody Jackson   2.69
Big Fish
Rodney Edwards     1.96

Nov. 22                 Tim’s Ford               Draw
1. Joey Davis/John Wells   7.19
2. J. W. Jackson/Kane Jackson  4.93
Big Fish
Joey Davis/John Wells    1.31

Bayou State Crappie Association
Dec. 6 2014          Black Lake             Club
1. Skipper Skains    12.53
2. Brandon Jennings    10.14
3. Richard Pillgreen/Dalton Henry  9.71
Big Fish
Skipper Skains     2.19

CRAPPIENUTZ    
12/6/2014           Lake Martin           Club

Tournament Results



1. Lee Patterson/Doug Bateman
2. Roger Milby/Robert Smith
3. Jeff Reddon/Jim Manville
4. Tony Underwood
(No totals were provided)
Carolina Crappie Association
Dec. 13    Wateree State Park          Club
1. Babin/Berry     11.17
2. Hawkins/McGuirt    10.44
3. Duke/Manus     10.33
4. Danque      10.50
5. Grow/Jackson     9.62
Big Fish
1. Outlaw/Hinson     1.91
2. Cannon/Cannon    1.90
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Tournament Results



Show off your great catches in 
the Crappie Now e-magazine! 
Each monthly winner will 
receive a fantastic prize and be 
featured in Crappie Now!

1st Place This 
Month!

Tim Marple, 13.5 inches, 
Lake Cumberland

Don’t forget to send in your recent photo by the 15th.

Crappie NOW e-magazine accepts color digital images for publication. A single 
photo will be selected after the 10th of each month for the next month’s edition. 

The winner will be contacted via email with prize information.

Check out www.crappienow.com for more details.
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Honorable Mention
Rodney Breeding, 13-14 inches, 
Chickmauga Lake, TN

Honorable Mention
Becky Jazwierski, 13 and 14 inch 
specks, Date caught 11/5/14, Lake 
Manatee, Manatee county, FL.
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 Lew’s, a legendary name in tackle and a CrappieNow sponsor, along with 
another legend Hank Parker, have teamed up to 
carry the family fun of fishing message into millions 
of American households in 2015.
  “Hank Parker’s Outdoor Magazine” will celebrate 
its 29th year on television in 2015. The Lew’s brand 
got its start in the 1950s with a new owner and 
resurgence in popularity since 2009.
 “Lew’s and Hank Parker’s images and brands 
have closely paralleled one another over the past 
three decades, meaning we take our fishing seriously 
but have a lot of fun doing it,” said Lew’s CEO Lynn 
Reeves. “While the spot will always be about the sheer 
pleasure of spending time together on the water with 
family and friends, it’s the avid fishing enthusiasts 
like Hank that help inspire and educate all ages to get 
involved in the activity. Our goal is to introduce more 
people to fishing.”
 Parker said, “Knowing the get-it-right product 
sincerity and passion behind industry veterans, Lew’s 
partners, Lynn Reeves and Gary Remensnyder like I 
do, I couldn’t be more thankful to have this opportunity 
to be part of their team. Like our television show, they 
have something for all ages, skills and levels of fishing enthusiasts.”
 Lew’s launched its American Hero initiative out of genuine respect for America’s 
military veterans and with a sincere promise to never forget them. American Hero is 
more than just rods and reels. It was developed to help organizations that use fishing 
as part of their programs to help veterans return to life after military service. The 
Lew’s program has already provided fishing gear support to several such groups, 
including FOCUS Marines Foundation, Reel American Heroes Foundation, Operation 
HOOAH, Kentucky Pro Bass Warrior Foundation and more.
 “Hank Parker’s Outdoor Magazine” airs during the first and second quarters on 
the Outdoor and Pursuit Channels. You can visit www.lews.com to learn more about 
the American Hero program and products.
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Lew’s, Hank Parker and the 
American Hero Program



Happy New Year from the team at 
Crappie NOW


